5102 households called to present the study

**Pre-inclusion**
1280 households agreed to participate

**Inclusion visit**
607 households (1465 subjects) visited by a nurse

**Inclusion**
601 households (1450 subjects) included in the study (signed consent for all members)

**1st systematic follow-up visit**
587 households (1450 subjects)

Main reasons for not participating:
- Refusal of blood sample collection in at least one household member
- Lack of time

673 households not visited due to organizational constraints

6 households with refusal of at least one member after new detailed information on the study

36 subjects (14 full households + part of 6 households) left the study before the 1st systematic follow-up visit: 12 subjects (5 households) lost to follow-up, 2 had died, 12 because of lacking time and 10 for various personal reasons.

54 subjects (20 households) left the study before the 2nd systematic follow-up visit: 8 subjects (3 households) lost to follow-up, 1 had died, 31 because of lacking time and 14 for various personal reasons.

**2nd systematic follow-up visit**
567 households (1360 subjects)